FIRST QUARTER REPORT OF “EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA
BHARAT”
1.

Event Name:

CHAKRI DANCE

2.

Venue:

JNV SENAPATI – II, MANIPUR

3.

Date:

08/02/2018

4.

State – Pair:

MANIPUR – RAJASTHAN

5.

Brief about event:
Chakri means “ Chakri”(Circle) in Hindi language. Chakri Dance is

one of the

most popular folk dance of Kanjar Tribe.
Kanjar tribe inhabited in some parts of Kota and Baran district of Rajasthan.
Chakri Dance is performed in almost all the marriages and festival in the Haroti region of
Rajasthan. This dance is performed by the womenfolk of Kanjar tribe and it is also their
main source of livelihood. It is believed that tribe of Baran and Kota districts were the
first who came up with this dance and slowly it became famous and and moves to
various parts of Rajasthan. Chakri Dance is believed as same as the Raai dance of
“Beriyas” tribe of Madhya Pradesh. This dance involves a series of fast and vigorous
spinning movements with the beats of Dholak accompanied by traditional songs where
male performers produced robust rhyme on the Dholak.

Music is an essential part of the dance that’s why the Chakri Dancers are
accompanied by the group of skillful traditional singers who sings as women start the
dance. The clothes are also an important part of the dance as the name implies it looks
like a circular thing is dancing.

6.

Report of the event:As a part of “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” programme from 31/10/2017 to
31/10/2018, our Vidyalaya is also conducting the programme. Chakri Dance is
performed in JNV Senapati-II by the girl students. Before the performance, Principal
briefed about the objectives of “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” Flagship programme of
MHRD,Govt. of India. Our Vidyalaya is functioning in temporary site and migration
linkage is non-functional till now. Therefore, our own girl students are performing the
Chakri Dance. Our Vidyalaya will continuously conduct other activities in order to
achieve the objectives of the very important programme.

Thank You.

